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ABSTRACT 

“Ranking Scheme of Restaurant” is a website where a customer/user gets all sorts of 

information regarding restaurants in particularly Dhaka city. In our website “Ranking 

Scheme of Restaurant”, there are some sorted features such as restaurant category, 

restaurant type, and restaurant location. All the similar restaurants list of that category 

and price according to the rank of price, quality and environment are updated. There is 

also a section for giving review and feedback. Restaurant’s features such as menu, 

environment pictures are also added. For creating new owner business profile there are 

some options such as adding restaurant’s environment pictures, menu etc. After agreeing 

the terms and condition they can do advertisement.   

The website and application runs on Open Source software, the website is written in PHP 

and the admin panel application is written in PHP & Java Script uses MySQL as the 

database manager. Respectfully judging the other restaurant related websites, we can 

assure that this system is the most users friendly and nourished information based website 

indeed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 
1.1 Introduction 

 

Who doesn’t like to have dinner in restaurant? Less or more, in modern times everyone 

goes to tavern for different purposes. Corporate meeting to romantic dinner date, every 

ages of people approach to restaurant not only fulfill their hunger but also spend quality 

time with their fellows. But can people find the right places for their occasion? Do people 

get confused for choosing the desire one? From these issues, we come through a 

conception. A revolutionary website where we can find desire restaurant according to our 

intentions, we can find peoples opinion regards to that particular place and also place a 

good review to encourage the restaurant owners. The possible outcome of this website 

will be auspicious not only patron but also the restaurant claimant. We will also try to 

fabricate this website in ecommerce platform officially. 

 

1.2 Motivation 

 

Now a day’s going to restaurant become so popular that not only for teenagers but also 

family get together also happen there. So that usage of restaurant increasing day by day. 

But we find some obstacles such as sometimes we may not find our desire restaurant. 

Sometimes we don’t know about the quality of any new place’s restaurant that’s why we 

just waste our money and time. We don’t know which restaurant is for family dinner and 

which one is for gossiping. Even we don’t get verified review and feedback from any 

platform about any restaurant. So that we can't justify, compare similarities between the 

qualities of the restaurants. For a new restaurant owner it is difficult to reach them to the 

customer in a short period. For overcoming these obstacles, we came through an idea 

which will be solution of all in one platform for this. 
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1.3 Objectives 

 

In our website there are some sorted features but we emphasize on some selected 

elements such as restaurant category, restaurant type, restaurant location. But first of all 

there is a selection option for suitable location. Then we will find the category, types. 

Then you will get all the similar restaurant list of that category and price according to the 

rank of price, quality and environment. There is also a section for giving review and 

feedback. On the other hand, there is also area of restaurant’s features such as menu, 

environment pictures and so on. For creating new owner business profile there are some 

options such as adding restaurant’s environment pictures, menu etc. After agreeing the 

terms and condition they can do advertisement.  

 

1.4 Expected Outcomes 

 

After completing this website, we will have a platform where we can find similar types of 

restaurant according to quality best to worst in a particular area. So that it is easier for a 

customer to find a restaurant in a convenient place and also he can estimate the quality or 

remark the similarity and dissimilarity between them. A customer can get knowledge 

about the menu, price, amount, environment and quantity etc. before visiting a specific 

restaurant. Also after visiting any restaurant a customer is eligible to give his/her 

feedback, share experience and most important delegate rank for that restaurant. So that if 

a restaurant is in first position , after surveying that rank and feedback it may send that 

restaurant to last position. And it is also visible to the restaurant owner. So that they will 

be conscious about their quality and so they have the intention to improve it more and 

more. A new restaurant proprietor can promote their restaurant by creating a free 

portfolio in our ranking scheme restaurant website. It will help them to reach to customer 

effortlessly and effectively. 
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Customers: 

Customers can get the all latest information from the website and can search for their 

desire investigation regards this.  

Customer can deliver their valuables comment and feedback in comment section to 

express their thoughts and views. Also they can suggest their choices, expectation and 

scope of improvement according to their experiences.  

The website is immaculately created so that it is effortless to find the specific category of 

restaurant from here and it is conducive for the customers.  

Restaurant Owners:  

Restaurant owner can create free account and can promote their restaurant through this 

website. Also they can publish latest offers and discounts here.  

To control the security issues of the owners there is a purifier added to protect the 

account from the malicious codes.  

To recover the forgotten password and other issues there is also a forgot password and 

recovery option is added to the website.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Background 

 
2.1 Introduction 

 

To proceed the actual project, we have to research and investigate about the already exist 

project to further approach. This is known as background study. In background study it 

helps us to recognize about the limitations of the existing project and also encourage us to 

implement those limitations in our project. Also it gives the idea of not to break down the 

copyright issues in future. For this reasons background study is the must to implement 

any development project. In doing background study we also compare, criticize with 

other related work in this field and went to the depth of the project. We divide the part in 

some segments such as related works, comparison works, scope of the problem and 

challenges.  

 

2.2 Related Work 

 

After so many researches we found some website similarly work like website. Let’s 

discuss about their states and circumstances. The first work in Bangladesh about this type 

of project is “foodiez”, “foodpanda”, “hungrinaki”. 

“foodiez” is a restaurant website in Dhaka city. Restaurants are categorized according to 

different types of varieties. Also there the restaurants have the details of the menu and 

places. Different types of deals and offers are featured in the website. Also news of 

restaurants is available in the website. Anyone can book or reserve the restaurant from 

this website. Blogger can review or write content about restaurant and experiences from 

this website. For this someone has to resister first and then can blog thoroughly. 

“foodpanda” is a restaurant website in Dhaka city. It’s a worldwide website but also has 

the access to Bangladesh. From this what we get is given below: 

 

           4 
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Customers can find different types restaurant according to their cities. Also they can see 

the menu but can’t find the quality or environment of the restaurant from this. 

Restaurants owners can open a free account and can prompt their deals and offers from 

this website. Anyone from anywhere can deliver food through this website in their cities 

nearer restaurants.  

 

 “hungrinaki” is a restaurant website in Dhaka city. It’s a worldwide website but also has 

the access to Bangladesh. From this what we get is given below: 

Customers can find different types restaurant according to their cities. Also they can see 

the menu but can’t find the quality or environment of the restaurant from this. 

Restaurants owners can open a free account and can prompt their deals and offers from 

this website. Anyone from anywhere can deliver food through this website in their cities 

nearer restaurants.  

 

2.3 Comparative Studies 

 

After research we found that every project has its own specialty. We found that the key 

features of that particular restaurant. They are: 

Description about foodiez:  

“Foodiez” is a restaurant website in Dhaka city. From this what we get is given below: 

1. Restaurants are categorized according to different types of varieties. Also there 

the restaurants have the details of the menu and places.  

2. Different types of deals and offers are featured in the website. Also news of 

restaurants is available in the website.  

3. Anyone can book or reserve the restaurant from this website. 

4. Blogger can review or write content about restaurant and experiences from this 

website. For this someone has to resister first and then can blog thoroughly. 

5 
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Description about foodpanda:  

“foodpanda” is a restaurant website in Dhaka city. It’s a worldwide website but also has 

the access to Bangladesh. From this what we get is given below: 

1. Customers can find different types restaurant according to their cities. Also they 

can see the menu but can’t find the quality or environment of the restaurant from 

this.  

2. Restaurants owners can open a free account and can prompt their deals and offers 

from this website.  

3. Anyone from anywhere can deliver food through this website in their cities nearer  

Description about hungrinaki:  

“Hungrinaki” is a restaurant website in Dhaka city. It’s a worldwide website but also has 

the access to Bangladesh. From this what we get is given below: 

1. Customers can find different types restaurant according to their cities. Also they 

can see the menu but can’t find the quality or environment of the restaurant from 

this.  

2. Restaurants owners can open a free account and can prompt their deals and offers 

from this website.  

3. Anyone from anywhere can deliver food through this website in their cities nearer 

restaurants. 

4. In this website latest deals and offers are shown in an interesting manner to reach 

customer fast. So that customer can know the offers and others with a matter of 

time.  

This the comparative studies of the existing websites. Now let’s discuss about the project 

which created by us. The features and function are given below. It’s categorized in two 

parts which is similarity and non-similarity.  
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Similarity:  

1. Customers can find their desire restaurants by their own location. Nearest 

restaurants are showing before than other restaurants.  

2. All the restaurants are updated with menu, environment, quality etc.  

3. Customers can give feedback and comments in a particular section. Also can rank 

the quality of the restaurants. Giving suggestion to improve also included here.  

4. Restaurants are not scattered here. They are categorized in a well manner so it is 

easy to find a particular cuisine food in different restaurants.  

5. Latest deals and offers are visible to customers in an attractive manner. Also new 

town offers are visible.  

Dissimilarity:  

1. Restaurant owners can open free account to prompt their restaurant. It’s very 

helpful to new restaurant owners to reach the customers fast.  

2. The rating and ranking system is updated with artificial intelligence. So that the 

highest rating of the restaurant comes forward automatically. It’s convenient for 

someone to distinguish which restaurant is popular in this comparative field.  

3. The design of the website is completely different from the other existing website. 

It’s more attractive to the customers, user friendly, easy to understand and more 

polished.  

 

2.4 Scope of the Problem 

 

After discussing the features and comparison studies we understand that some features 

are similar and some are not. The problems we found which is not to similar to other 

restaurants website and cannot find in these. They are:  

Restaurant owners can open free account to prompt their restaurant. It’s very helpful to 

new restaurant owners to reach the customers fast. 
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 The rating and ranking system is updated with artificial intelligence. So that, the highest 

rating of the restaurant comes forward automatically. It’s convenient for someone to 

distinguish which restaurant is popular in this comparative field. 

 

2.5 Challenges  

 

The challenges is the problem someone is confronted and how they solves that particular 

problems. The problems we generate, now we have to diminish that problems. The 

problems are:  

 Creating restaurant owners account sections. 

 Implementing artificial intelligence to rank the restaurants automatically based on 

customers uses.  

 Implementation of different design and attractive design is also a major challenge.   

So by implementing and derived this successfully, we can comfort that we diminish our 

challenges. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Requirement Specification 

 
3.1 Business Process Modeling   

 

The term modeling is a form of simulation where a series of related steps form a process, 

and these processes are then analyzed, studied, and repeatedly performed with a goal of 

improving business process performance. Simply stated, the more efficient a process 

becomes, the less it will cost to complete and will, therefore, lower business costs. The 

intent of business process modeling (BPM), then, is to optimize efficiency when 

performing business processes and activities associated with producing products and 

services. 

BPM helps businesses to manage complex systems and processes. It helps them view 

their systems from multiple angles and helps them discover causes and effects of using 

model traceability. BPM also helps to increase business understanding through visual 

analysis. 

We implement two types of business process modeling here. From first model we 

visualize the basic model of the whole system. We can see the user as customer and 

system as admin. From this we get the basic idea of this whole business process in a 

simple manner. Also there is workflow and connections from which part is doing their 

significant works. If we see the model user as customer interacts with the system they 

don’t need to open account. Restaurant owner opens account, resister themselves, post or 

delete any updates etc. From this overview we can summarize the whole process in a 

nutshell.  
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    Figure 3.1.1: Business Process Model. 

 

The second model is actual business process which is used all over. There are some 

particular signs and symbols used to implement this business model. In this model we can 

see there is three lanes: customer as user, admin, and restaurant owner. Users can visit 

restaurants, give comments and ratings etc.  

Admin has all the access to all the lanes. They can update the database; modify it 

according to their choice. Restaurant owners can open account and store their information 

such as restaurant’s menu, offers, deals, notices, promotions policies etc. 
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    Figure 3.1.2: Business process model. 
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3.2 Use Case Modeling and Description 

Use case model description is given bellows - 

A use case is a tactic used in system analysis to identify, clarify, and categorize system 

requirements. The use case is made up of a set of possible sequences of interactions 

between systems and users within an environment and related to a particular goal. The 

use case should contain all system activities that have significance to the users within a 

given system. 

Use cases are used during the analysis phase of a project to identify system functionality. 

They separate the system into actors and use cases. Actors represent roles that are played 

by users of the system. Users may be humans, other computers, or even other software 

systems. In this article, I will examine the importance of Use cases with a help of a 

simple case study. 

Two parts of it is given bellows - 

Actor:  An actor is something with behavior, such as a person, computer system, or 

organization. 

Scenario: A scenario is a specific sequence of actions and interactions between actors 

and the system under discussion; it is also called a use case instance. It is one particular 

story of using a system, or one path through the use case; for example, the scenario of 

successfully using an ATM machine to withdraw cash. 

Importance:  

 Holding Functional Requirements in an easy to read and tracking format. 

 Representing the interaction between an actor and the system. 

 Multi-level, one use case can extend the functionality of another. 
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In this use case, There three actors: admin, customers, and restaurants owners. 

Admin: 

 Search for restaurants 

 View restaurants categories and see featured restaurants. 

 Get latest update and collection of restaurants. 

 Add and update and delete restaurants table. 

 Fetch all data on site and control all menus. 

 Add restaurants details and modify it I necessary 

 

Figure 3.2.1: Use case Diagram  

13 
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User/Customer:  

 User registration and login. 

 Update profile and delete it.  

 Search for restaurants 

 View restaurants categories and see featured restaurants. 

 Get latest update and collection of restaurants. 

 Choose price range and check restaurant location. 

 Get feedback and give comments and rankings. 

 Detect restaurant menu and time zone. 

Restaurants owner: 

 User registration and login. 

 Update profile and delete it.  

 Search for restaurants 

 View restaurants categories and see featured restaurants. 

 Add restaurants details and modify it I necessary  

 Fetch all data on site and control all menus. 

3.3 Logical Data Model 

A logical data model represents the organization of a set of data by standardizing the 

people, places, things (entities) and the rules and relationships between them using a 

standard language and notation. It provides a conceptual abstract overview of the 

structure of the data. Logical data modeling does not provide any information related to 

how the structure is to be implemented or the means (technologies) that are needed to 

implement the data structure shown. It is a technology-independent model of data that is 

developed from the initial structures identified by the conceptual model of data.  
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Some of the information presented by a logical data model includes the following 

 Entities 

 Attributes of entities 

 Key groups (primary keys, foreign keys) 

 Relationships 

 Normalization 

From the website we can see that there are roughly nine entities. They are: Restaurants, 

Users, area, and Restaurant menu, Collection of restaurants, offers of restaurants, 

facilities of restaurants, category and feedback.  

Every different entity has its own characteristics. This is known as attributes. Let’s 

consider about the User entity. It has unique ID, Mail Id, and Password. Also have name, 

gender, address and image etc. It can add, update and delete in the system. The rest are 

work as a same.  

 

 

Figure 3.3.1: Logical Diagram  
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3.4 Design Requirements 

To implement design, there are two parts are discussed. 

Front end design specification is given bellows - 

While web design is the way a website looks, front end development is how that design 

actually gets implemented on the web. The visible part to the customer or user is known 

as front design. The more attractive front design is more acceptable to the users and 

others. To design the front end there is some specific language and frame is used. We 

used HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to design our website. [1] 

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) are the 

common building block of any website. It’s also work as skeleton of website. Without 

this the website becomes unformatted and a plain texts. Also without this images cannot 

add to the website.  

JavaScript allows us to do interactive elements. It also helps to navigate the website and 

do real time action with matter of time, makes the interface easy to reload, and add 

versatile functionality to the website. 

We also use design framework known as Bootstrap. Bootstrap is a free and open-source 

front-end framework for designing websites and web applications. It contains HTML- 

and CSS-based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, navigation and other 

interface components, as well as optional JavaScript extensions. Unlike many earlier web 

frameworks, it concerns itself with front-end development only. 
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    Figure 3.4.1: Demo of a front end design 

 

Back End Design specification is given bellows - 

The backend usually consists of three parts: a server, an application, and a database. We 

get the information and data from front end and implement it through application or 

software. After getting the data we store that in database and run by server. The whole 

coding for this implementation, run and store is known as back end design. For coding 

we use HTML, CSS, JavaScript and php.  [1] 

Software:  

Net beans, notepad++: provides support for several languages (PHP, JavaFX, C/C++, 

JavaScript, etc.) and frameworks. 

Server:  

Apache, XAMPP: an application which allows you to setup a web server and database 

server instantly without any additional configuration. [3] [4] 
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Database: 

MySQL: Oracle-backed open source relational database management system based on 

Structured Query Language (SQL). [2] 

HTML & CSS: 

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) are the 

common building block of any website. It’s also work as skeleton of website. Without 

this the website becomes unformatted and a plain texts. Also without this images cannot 

add to the website.  

JavaScript: 

JavaScript allows us to do interactive elements. It also helps to navigate the website and 

do real time action with matter of time, makes the interface easy to reload, and add 

versatile functionality to the website. 

PHP:  

A server side scripting language is used to develop Static websites or Dynamic websites 

or Web applications. It is extremely simple for a newcomer, but offers many advanced 

features for a professional programmer. 

The demo of the back-end design assigned below. We can see the how database 

connection implemented by php and run to the server. 
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               Figure 3.5.1: database connection. 
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Chapter 4 

Design Specification 

 
We accomplish the front end design and back end design to our project in various ways. 

In this section we demonstrate each and every part of the design and codes are discussed 

fully. At the end of the discussion we implement the database table.  

 

4.1 Front-End Design 

 
While web design is the way a website looks, front end development is how that design 

actually gets implemented on the web. The visible part to the customer or user is known 

as front design. The more attractive front design is more acceptable to the users and 

others. To design the front end there is some specific language and frame is used. We 

used HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to design our website. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.1: Home page 
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This is the homepage of our website. You can see the location bar and food item bar 

where you can find the suitable food according to your location.  

There are also menu bar and categories of the food item to find the food according to our 

taste bud. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2: Login page 

 

This is login page. User has to sign up for the login page by giving their email id and 

password. If you don’t have your account, you can create new account and then you can 

login. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.3: Signup page 
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This is signup page. If you don’t have account you can’t login. So that to create a new 

account, you have to sign up first. Just put the name and password you are good to go. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.4: Collection of restaurant 

 

Here the collection of restaurants is displayed. Different types of categories such as 

dessert, fast food etc. are added here. If you click the segment of this category, then all 

the restaurants will be shown up in different location. Such as dessert category clicked so 

that all the dessert serving restaurants will be displayed. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.5: Featured page 
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In featured category the most famous and popular restaurant will be displayed.   

 

 

 
Figure 4.1.6: Latest update 

 

The restaurants offers and deals are advertised here. It can be updated by the admin also 

restaurants owner can also provide the information and update this section. 

 

 

      Figure 4.1.7: List of restaurant. 
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The lists of the entire restaurants are displayed here. Here you can also see the rating of 

this restaurant such as if the restaurant quality is high then it will appear first. 

 

 

 

 
     Figure 4.1.8: Feedback page 

 

In feedback page there are many criteria to give feedback to a restaurant. Such as 

environment, quality of the food item, service quality, price ranges are acceptable or not. 

If the user or customer will find that any discomforts he can suggest to change or improve 

the criteria.  
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    Figure 4.1.9: Single restaurant overview 1 

In single overview restaurant will show the description of any particular restaurant. Such 

as type, specialty, phone number, location, description of environment etc.  Also the 

image of the restaurants also provided.  

 

 

 
 Figure 4.1.10: Single restaurant overview 2 
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Figure 4.1.11: Restaurant category 

Restaurants category are visible here. Such as burgers, pizzas, steaks, fast food, set menus 

etc. If you click any of these categories you will find similar restaurants in different 

location. 

 

Restaurant owner can open account and login by this page. Owner has to put restaurant 

name, location, contact number etc. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.12: Restaurant owner login page  
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4.2 Back-End Design 

The backend usually consists of three parts: a server, an application, and a database. We 

get the information and data from front end and implement it through application or 

software. After getting the data we store that in database and run by server. The whole 

coding for this implementation, run and store is known as back end design. For coding 

we use HTML, CSS, JavaScript and php.   

Software:  

Net Beans, notepad++: provides support for several languages (PHP, JavaScript, etc.) and 

frameworks. 

Server:  

Apache, XAMPP: an application which allows you to setup a web server and database 

server instantly without any additional configuration. 

Database: 

MySQL: Oracle-backed open source relational database management system based on 

Structured Query Language (SQL). 

Language: 

PHP:  

A server side scripting language that is used to develop Static websites or Dynamic 

websites or Web applications. It is extremely simple for a newcomer, but offers many 

advanced features for a professional programmer.  
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Figure 4.2.1: Database connection 

 

From this section database is connected by the whole system. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.2: Login code 01 
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Figure 4.2.3: Login code 02 

Login code is built up here. By inserting email, name service, price. This section is for 

restaurant owner login section. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.4: Signup code 01 
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Figure 4.2.5: Signup code 02 

From this part if you have data that you logged in then you can sign up. If the data is not 

matched it will not allow signing up. So that, user should make sure to match the data 

what he has to be given.  

 

Above all, we get the knowledge regarding backend coding data. We just summarize the 

whole coding part and give some preview about it. But the coding part is generally more 

than describe. We will showcase it in actual project presentation.  
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4.3 Implementation Requirements 

 

A database connection lets you access database data sources. With a database connection, 

you can read data from database tables perform SQL queries or insert records into 

database tables. These actions are taken by the components using a database connection. 

The visible part to the customer or user is known as front design. The more attractive 

front design is more acceptable to the users and others. To design the front end there is 

some specific language and frame is used.  

 

We used HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to design our website. The backend usually 

consists of three parts: a server, an application, and a database. We get the information 

and data from front end and implement it through application or software. After getting 

the data we store that in database and run by server. The whole coding for this 

implementation, run and store is known as back end design. For coding we use HTML, 

CSS, JavaScript and php.   
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      CHAPTER 5 

Implementation and Testing 

 
5.1 Implementation of Database 

 

A database connection lets you access database data sources. With a database connection, 

you can read data from database tables perform SQL queries or insert records into 

database tables. These actions are taken by the components using a database connection. 

There several steps to form a database: 

 Define Scope of the Database Project 

 Organize Database Project 

 Select Database Management System Products 

 Develop Initial Implementation Plan and Schedule 

 Design Database 

 Perform Training 

 Install and Test Database 

 Develop Detailed Conversion Plan 

 Convert Existing Applications 

 Periodically Review Database Performance 

Here after completing the database we get 16 database tables. Every database table has its 

own identity. Here every table has column name, its type, attributes, and default value.  
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The tables are shown below and the names of the tables are also attached. 

   Table 5.1.1: Database Category 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

cat_name varchar(40)  No  

cat_icon varchar(40)  No  

 

          Table 5.1.2: Database City 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

city_name varchar(20)  No  

 

 

                                    Table 5.1.3: Database Area 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

area_name varchar(40)  No  

city_name varchar(40)  No  

 

Table 5.1.4: Database Collection 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

collection_name varchar(40)  No  

collection_image varchar(40)  No  

collection_keyword varchar(40)  No  
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                                               Table 5.1.5: Database Category 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

res_id int(11)  No  

wifi tinyint(1)  No  

card tinyint(1)  No  

air_condition tinyint(1)  No  

reserve tinyint(1)  No  

smoke tinyint(1)  No  

 

 

              Table 5.1.6: Database Restaurant Facility 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

cat_name varchar(40)  No  

cat_icon varchar(40)  No  

 

 

         Table 5.1.7: Database Featured Restaurant 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

res_id int(11)  No  
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Table 5.1.8: Database Feedback 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

email varchar(40)  No  

r_name varchar(40)  No  

item varchar(40)  No  

environment varchar(40)  No  

service varchar(40)  No  

price varchar(40)  No  

 

 

Table 5.1.9: Database Restaurant Like 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

res_id int(11)  No  

user_id int(11)  No  

time varchar(40)  No  

                                        

    Table 5.1.10: Database Restaurant Menu 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

res_id varchar(40)  No  

menu_image varchar(40)  No  

 

Table 5.1.11: Database Location 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

location_name varchar(40)  No  
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Table 5.1.12: Database Offer 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

offer_name varchar(40)  No  

offer_image varchar(40)  No  

res_id int(11)  No  

time varchar(40)  No  

 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

Res_name varchar(40)  No  

city_name varchar(40)  No  

Area_name int(11)  No  

Full_address varchar(40)  No  

 

Table 5.1.13: Database of Restaurant 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

Cat_name int(11)  No auto_increment 

speciality varchar(40)  No  

phone varchar(40)  No  

G_lat varchar(40)  No  

G_lon varchar(40)  No  

Res_cover varchar(40)  No  

Price_range varchar(40)  No  

Res_owner_id int(11)  No  
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Table 5.1.14: Database Restaurant Review 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

res_id int(11)  No  

user_id varchar(40)  No  

rating varchar(40)  No  

image varchar(40)  No  

detail varchar(40)  No  

time varchar(40)  No  

 

       Table 5.1.15: Database Opening Hour 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

res_id int(11)  No  

day varchar(40)  No  

time varchar(40)  No  

 

                                            Table 5.1.16: Database User 

Column Type  Attributes Null  Default 

id int(11)  No auto_increment 

user_name varchar(40)  No  

email varchar(40)  No  

password varchar(40)  No  

gender varchar(40)  No  

date birth varchar(40)  No  

full name varchar(40)  No  

phone varchar(40)  No  

address varchar(40)  No  
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5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design 

 

While web design is the way a website looks, front end development is how that design 

actually gets implemented on the web. The visible part to the customer or user is known 

as front design. The more attractive front design is more acceptable to the users and 

others.  

To design the front end there is some specific language and frame is used. We used 

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to design our website.  

HTML(Hyper Text Markup Language) and CSS(Cascading Style Sheets) are the 

common building block of any website. It’s also work as skeleton of website. Without 

this the website becomes unformatted and a plain texts. Also without this images cannot 

add to the website.  

JavaScript allows us to do interactive elements. It also helps to navigate the website and 

do real time action with matter of time, makes the interface easy to reload, and add 

versatile functionality to the website. 

We also use design framework known as Bootstrap. Bootstrap is a free and open-source 

front-end framework for designing websites and web applications. It contains HTML- 

and CSS-based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, navigation and other 

interface components, as well as optional JavaScript extensions. Unlike many earlier web 

frameworks, it concerns itself with front-end development only. 

 

 

       Figure 5.2.1: Demo of a front-end design 
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5.3 Testing Implementation 

We ran initial tests on our project. The result and discussion over it is given below- 

 

Figure5.3.1: Test Case 

 

We did black box testing to our project. It was a primary approach and all the tests passed 

through Lets have a detailed look to all the tests from registration to log out. 

 

To test registration we inputted mail address which was taken and stored in the database 

along with the password token, Also the password matching option with the “confirm 

password” was passed. 

 

To test the login option we inputted the email and password which were already provided 

during registration. The system was able to match the email and password with database 

and gave access tothe system. 
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In our system, to create post a template is given. Which works perfectly when a blogger 

access this option? We included a text editor called “WYSIWYG” to write the blog. 

Every component in this editor like bold, italic, font changing, header, footer etc. works 

perfectly. 

 

We tested to upload .jpg and .png format picture to attach in our blog post which passed 

the test. After clicking on upload photo button, the browser opens to select photo to 

attach. 

 

There are bunch of tags like food, security, culture, transport etc. which can be included 

with the posts to make it easy to find. We tried to include this tags in our posts and it 

worked. Also we were able to create, edit and delete tags. 

 

There will be many types of writing in our blog. So to manage these posts in a 

categorized way there is this option “Category”. Just like Tags, we could manage to keep 

a post in any category. We were able to create, edit, delete category. 

 

After storing the posts into database we tested if we could retrieve the posts from 

database and show into the blog. The test worked perfectly. 

 

We successfully could edit a post. After edition, the post was able to update and vies in 

the database perfectly. 

 

To delete a post there is a dedicate button “Delete” to make the operation. We viewed 

any random posts in our blog and clicked on the “Delete” button and the post was 

completely erased from the blog. Also the post got deleted from the database. So this test 

passed successfully. 
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The “Blogs” tab is to show recently created posts. The last created post should appear 

first, previously created post should appear in second position and so on. When we 

clicked on the “Blogs” tab the posts were showed as it should be. 

 

We already know there is comment option to share opinions of the users to any posts. To 

test this option we inputted the mail address, name, body of the comment and post the 

comment in a blog post. And it worked perfectly. 

 

In our system a “Contact” template is given to make contacts with the blogger. We tested 

the contact system by inputting the email address, subject of the mail, body of the mail 

and send it to the blogger. Every component of this contact template worked fine. 

 

After completing all the tasks we proceed to the logout button to get out of the system. 

After clicking on the “Log out” button we successfully could logged out from the system. 
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          Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

 
6.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

“Ranking Scheme of Restaurant” is a website where a customer/user gets all sorts of 

information regarding restaurants in particularly Dhaka city. 

In our website “Ranking Scheme of Restaurant”, there are some sorted features such as 

restaurant category, restaurant type, and restaurant location. All the similar restaurants list 

of that category and price according to the rank of price, quality and environment are 

updated. There is also a section for giving review and feedback. Restaurant’s features 

such as menu, environment pictures are also added. For creating new owner business 

profile there are some options such as adding restaurant’s environment pictures, menu 

etc. After agreeing the terms and condition they can do advertisement.   

The website and application runs on Open Source software, the website is written in PHP 

and the desktop application is written in JAVA uses MySQL as the database manager.  

We have a platform where we can find similar types of restaurant according to quality 

best to worst in a particular area. So that it is easier for a customer to find a restaurant in a 

convenient place and also he can estimate the quality or remark the similarity and 

dissimilarity between them. A customer can get knowledge about the menu, price, 

amount, environment and quantity etc. before visiting a specific restaurant. Also after 

visiting any restaurant a customer is eligible to give his/her feedback, share experience 

and most important delegate rank for that restaurant. So that if a restaurant is in first 

position , after surveying that rank and feedback it may send that restaurant to last 

position. And it is also visible to the restaurant owner.  
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So that they will be conscious about their quality and so they have the intention to 

improve it more and more. A new restaurant proprietor can promote their restaurant by 

creating a free portfolio in our ranking scheme restaurant website. It will help them to 

reach to customer effortlessly and effectively. 

 

6.2 Scope for Further Developments 

In our website “Ranking Scheme of Restaurant”, there are some sorted features such as 

restaurant category, restaurant type, and restaurant location. All the similar restaurants list 

of that category and price according to the rank of price, quality and environment are 

updated. There is also a section for giving review and feedback. Restaurant’s features 

such as menu, environment pictures are also added. For creating new owner business 

profile there are some options such as adding restaurant’s environment pictures, menu 

etc. After agreeing the terms and condition they can do advertisement.   

But still we have some limitations. In our project there is no system for delivery the food. 

In future we will include this section and people can have food in their home. So people 

will get the facility of delivery system and dine-in in one website. 

The website will improve and give better performance by more uses of the customer. If 

the customers give review and ranking in daily basis then it’s possible to get more perfect 

output data from this website. Because more uses and more feedbacks allow to give more 

accurate information.  
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